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he 1980s have been described as period in

which taxes came to dominate the public

agenda The many changes in each of these The partnership entity is not taxed directly each

reforms to business and individual taxation brought partnership files an annual information return which

about incentives to alter business legal structure In includes an income statement balance sheet and

this paper trends in the U.S business sector in the schedule of distributions to each partner Partners re-

decade of the 1980s are examined specifically focus- port their allocated shares of income and expenses on

ing on whether the tax reforms had an effect on legal their own tax returns

business structure This analysis makes use of new

database the Statistics of Income SOl business ana- Partnerships may be either general partnerships or

lytical database whose structure and potential usage limited partnerships The latter include entities for

are also described which the liability of any partner is limited to the

amount invested in the business General partnerships

In the first section of this paper brief overview of and general partners as well face personal liability lim

the Federal tax treatment of business income is pro- ited only by their personal resources and the appli

vided The second section concisely reviews major cable bankruptcy laws

provisions of the tax law changes in the 1980-1990

period Next time series data on the major types of Corporations

U.S business proprietorships partnerships and cor

porations are examined focusing on the responsive- Unlike income from proprietorships and partner-

ness of business legal structure and activity to the ships corporate income is subject to double taxation

major tax law changes In the final section some con- Corporate income is taxed directly at the business level

clusions are presented as well as plans to extend this C-Corporations and shareholders are also taxed at

analysis their own applicable rates on dividend income and re

alized capital gains received However certain provi

Federal Taxation of Business Income sions in the Federal tax code lessen this effect

Federal taxation of business income is detailed and Subchapter-S corporations are corporations that are

complicated topic which will only be described at not taxed directly but whose income is taxed at the

very basic level The legal types of business orga- owner level much like partnerships The owners of

nizations that are examined in this paper are the pre- S-Corporations report their pro-rata shares of income

dominant forms of U.S business proprietorships or loss on their own tax returns S-Corporations also

partnerships and corporations face other restrictions including limits of 35 share

holders one class of stock and no foreign or corpo

Proprietorships rate owners

The income statement of proprietorships which Tax Law Changes in the 1980s

summarizes the sources of income and expenses of the

business is completed on Schedule of the owners Some of the main provisions of the tax reforms of

individual tax return The profits of the proprietorship the 1980s that affected the taxation of business in-

are taxed only at the personal i.e owner level From come are briefly described in this section Since all

this perspective the proprietorship acts as conduit types of business income can be taxed at the individual

through which the income of the business is passed level provisions affecting individual taxation as well

through to the business owner as direct business taxation are also discussed
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The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 The investment tax credit was repealed and capi

tal cost recovery periods which had been short-

Provisions in the Economic Recovery Tax Act ened in ERTA were lengthened

ERTA substantially lowered the top individual mar

ginal tax rate from 70 to 50 percent and limited the Individual taxation

maximum marginal rate on long-term capital gains to

20 percent Significant changes included indexing the The top marginal tax rate was lowered from 50

income tax bracket boundaries the personal exemp- percent to 28 percent

tion and the standard deduction however these

changes were not effective until 1985 The standard deduction and personal exemptions

were substantially increased

The most significant change directly affecting busi

ness taxation was the initiation of the Accelerated Cost The long-term capital gains exclusion the sales

Recovery System ACRS This system of accelerated tax deduction the two-earner deduction income

depreciation allowances substantially reduced the time averaging and the exclusion of unemployment

within which business could write-off its investments benefits were repealed

in plant building and equipment thereby reducing

its current taxable income IRA eligibility deductions for passive losses

consumer interest medical expenses business

Tax Law Changes 1982-1985 meals and entertainment and miscellaneous ex

penses were limited and in some cases phased-

The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act out entirely

TEFRA of 1982 was focused at generating revenue

Primary provisions included the imposition of with- Overall these changes were primarily focused at

holding tax on interest and dividends acceleration of broadening the tax base for both individuals and cor

estimated tax payments expanded information report- porations by curtailing or rescinding many provisions

ing and increased penalties for non-compliance in the tax code that had eroded the base to offset the

effect of lower overall tax rates

Several other tax law changes were enacted after

TEFRA but prior to the major reform of 1986 Provi- Tax Law Changes 1987-1990

sions of these acts increased excise taxes on motor

fuels coal and tobacco products and also raised pay- The post-TRA period was relatively quiet in terms

roll taxes Overall these provisions had some albeit of significant tax legislation Most of these provisions

smaller impact on the taxation of business income were appended to acts to sustain Federal Government

operations to clarify provisions of TRA and to make

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 changes to excise taxes and accounting procedures

The 1986 Tax Reform Act TRA was the single Summary of Changes

most comprehensive revision of the Internal Revenue

Code ever enacted Some of its major provi- These many changes tend to mask the central focus

sions are summarized below of this paper which is investigating how the major

tax law revisions affected the Łhoice of business legal

Corporate taxation structure Although many provisions of the 1980s tax

legislation affected this balance three key tax law

The top corporate tax rate was reduced from 46 changes appear to have had the most significant ef

to 34 percent fects the relative changes in the marginal tax rates

between corporate and individual taxation the accel

The corporate minimum tax provisions were erated depreciation deductions ACRS and the limi

tightened tation of losses on passive activities
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Marginal tax rates.-- Changes in the marginal tax Figure are that

rates on taxable income for both individuals and cor

porations create incentives to change between corpo- The top marginal tax rates for both individuals

rate and non-corporate structure to minimize tax Ii- and corporations declined dramatically in the de

abilities Thus not only is the applicable tax rate cade particularly beginning in 1987 the first

schedule for the taxable entity significant i.e whether year affected by the passage of TRA
corporate or individual but the tax rate for the other

type is also important In relative terms the individual marginal rate

went from the higher to the lower rate thereby

Accelerated depreciation deductions.-- The system providing an incentive in combination with the

of accelerated depreciation deductions benefited all double taxation of some corporate income to

typ_es of businesses_with depreciable assets.hy allow- shift to an-unincorporated-business structure

ing much quicker deductions of investment property

This provision essentially allowed businesses to at The changes effective beginning in 1987 for ACRS

least defer taxation Accelerated depreciation deduc- and passive loss limitations both raised the effective

tions affect all types of businesses and thus were not tax rate on business income ACRS reduced taxes for

clear incentive to change business structure all types of businesses with depreciable assets in the

early-to-mid part of the decade The passive loss limi

Passive loss limitations.-- Limitations on deductibil- tations were aimed at individual recipients of passive

ity of losses from passive activities had substantial losses directly and the business generators of such

effect on individuals who received such losses The losses indirectly Only businesses that generated

passive loss limitations disallowed under certain con- passive income and losses i.e primarily partnerships

ditions deductions from taxable income of business and S-Corporations were affected by this provision

losses defined as originating in passive activities such

as from some limited partnership investments

As result of the relative change in magnitude be-

Figure is summary of the top marginal corpo- tween the top corporate and individual marginal tax

rate and individual marginal tax rates during the 1980- rates that became effective in 1987 C-Corporation

1990 period and the size of the differences between could consider ifpossible to reorganize as an 5-Cor-

them poration partnership or proprietorship Whether or

not such change actually did occur will be primary

Figure A.--lbp Marginal Tax Rates Percentages focus of the analysis of the database in the next sec

for Corporations and Individuals 1980-1990 tion

Analysis of Time Series Data
Item 1980 1981 1982-86 1987-91

Data on trends in the business sector are examined

Corporations 46 46 46 34
in this section The primary focus in this preliminary

analysis is on changes in composition of business by
Individuals 70 69 50 28

legal type as an apparent response to tax law changes

that occurred in 1982 with the passage of ERFA and

Difference -24 -23
in 1987 with the passage of TRA

Overview of the Database

These rates are only for the highest levels of tax

able income and do not account for rates applicable This multi-year analysis is first use of the SOl busi

for lower taxable incomes as well as potentially higher ness analytical database to examine trends in the busi

marginal tax rates due to the 33 percent bubble ness sector The database is comprised of data for cor

caused by the phase-out of deductions and/or exemp- porations C- and S-Corporations partnerships and

tions Two key inferences that may be drawn from proprietorships for 1980-1990 These data are pub
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licly available and published in variety of Statistics Figure C.--Number of Corporations Total
of Income SO reports They represent

and Non-S Entities 1980-1990
4.0

weighted estimates of U.S totals by year for each le

gal type and industry

Trends in the Number of Businesses
3.0 NonSCorporatIons

_.0G- 0.
Figures and summarize some trends in the num- o-

Go-
2.0

ber of businesses for the 1980-1990 period In Figure

the number of businesses is plotted over time by

type of business Proprietorships dominate the num

is for even greater domination with continued higher

ber of businesses throughout the decade and the trend

growth in more recent years After declining between

1980 and 1981 apparently asaresultofthe 1981-1982 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990

recession proprietorships exhibited stable growth for Tax Year

the remainder of the decade

rations and Non-S Corporations are not Growth in

Figure B.Number of Corporations Partner

15.G

ships and Proprietorships 1980-1990
the number of S-Corporations accelerated beginning

with the passage of TRA in 1986 while Non-S Cor

porations declined in number in every year since the

passage of TRA
Proprietorships

o.o
Some trends in the number of corporations in the

1980-1990 period

Corporations grew in number in every period

although their rate of growth declined to only
5.0

CorporatIons percent in the post-TRA periodQDaDOODD
S-Corporations accounted for much of the cor

Partnerships porate growth in general and appear to have

1980 1982
grown substantially at the expense of other types

of corporations after passage of TRA
Tax Year

While the large increase 31 percent in the num

Corporation and partnership numbers of businesses ber of S-Corporations for 1987 is largely attrib

both showed relatively modest growth for this period utable to conversions from C-Corporations

However unlike corporations which continued to grow switching to calendar year accounting periods

in number in virtually every year partnerships declined for 1987 may have inflated these counts

in number after the passage of TRA which is consis

tent with an expected response to the passive loss limi- Analysis of the Receipts Data

tations in TRA
Figures and show trends in overall business

In Figure the number of corporations is shown in activity as defined by data on business receipts In

total again and is subdivided between S-Corporations Figure trends in total receipts show very differ-

and Non-S Corporations different scale was used ent picture than those for the numbers of businesses

in this figure Although overall growth in the number Corporations clearly dominate this measure of gross

of corporations is quite stable the trends of S-Corpo- financial activity and the trend is for even greater
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Figure D.--Business Receipts of Corporations beginning in 1983 receipts grew in double digits through

Partnerships and ProprietorshIps 1980.1 990 1987 then slowed somewhat in the post-TRA period
10000

Proprietorships on the other hand grew in every pe
riod and this rate of growth stayed above percent from

1983 through the end of the decade

As evidenced in Figure receipts for S-Corporations

5000

have grown substantially in the post-TRA period How-

ever for receipts Non-S Corporations still clearly domi
.2

nate corporate financial activity While the rate of growth

in business receipts did accelerate for S-Corporations
2500

after the passage of TRA growth in the receipts of Non
Prletorsp_s Partnerships-

ªt1ócöht1nüºd ifiibiijfiut fh dØªdŁ Æ-

though it appears that their rate of growth may have been

1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 reduced by the growth of S-Corporations after TRA
Tax Year

Trends in Profits

Figure E.Business Receipts of- Corporations For an additional look at the data Figures and
Total and Non-S Entities 1980-1990

Figure corporations again dominate the business sec

10000 present data on profits or net income less deficit In

...o tor but not quite to the same degree as for receipts In

Non S-Corporations

proprietorships show modest but steady growth through-

7500 .. addition corporate profits are more sensitive to the eco
Total nomic downturns in 1981-82 and 1989-90 Profits of0-

out the decade Partnerships on the other hand show5000

.2 increasing deficits for the entire pre-TRA period and

only return to profitability in 1988 the second post-TRA

2500 year

S-Corporations __ Figure F.Prof its of Corporations Partner

ships and Proprietorships 1980-1990

O______0O 500

1980 1982 1984 1988 1988 1990

Tax Year

400

domination Partnerships and proprietorships both

show small but stable portions of business receipts
Corp

Corporate business receipts grew substantially be- 200

tween 1980 and 1981 which is somewhat surprising -0

with the onset of the 1981-1982 recession For 1982 100

however there was no growth The rate of increase in

the growth of corporate receipts accelerated between

1982 and 1987 culminating with 10-percent rise for
Partnerships

1987 In the post-TRA period receipt growth slowed -100

but still maintained nearly 6-percent pace
1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990

Tax Year

Although changes in business receipts look quite flat

for both partnerships and proprietorships closer look In Figure profits for each type of corporation are

at the data for Figure shows volatility especially plotted Here again we see picture somewhat similar

for partnerships in the 1980-1983 period However to that for business receipts Although S-Corporation
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Figure G.Corporate Profits Total year analysis Current plans are to extend both the

and Non-S Entitles1980-1 990 content and scope particularly examinations at the in

dustry level

Total

400
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